First of all I would like to say that jailbreaking is not, is another tool use to customize the
operating system to your liking. We all want to be individuals and want to give our
things our own unique touch. Jailbreaking allow us to do so, on our smartphones. I have
been an owner of an iphone for the past 3 years and I have been jailbreaking it ever since
I got my hands on one. My intensions for jailbreaking my phone was not to bypass
purchasing apps at the app store. But to give my device my personal look that I fee
comfortable makes it more me. I love the ability to change the font of the system, the
theme, add tweaks that are not offer on the app store, like closing all of the apps that are
running in the background at once with one button rather than closing one app at a time
which becomes time consuming. Another tweak that I like and I use is the SBS settings
that give me access to some of the most use settings on my phone almost instantaneous
from any app and any screen that I am using at that moment. Another tweak that I like is
being able to access the root folders on my iphone wirelessly through another computer
and look into all of the files present on my device. Apple has restricted access to these
files and I feel that is incorrect for them to do so, because these files contain your
personal information therefore they should be open to the user that has store their info
there. These are some of the things why I consider jailbreaking another tool for the iOS
that is missing and should be an option to the end-user if he/she chooses to utilize it.

